Dear Sirs,

HIROSE ELECTRIC CO., LTD.
President and Representative Director, Kazunori Ishii
Director, Administration Group, Hiroshi Fukumoto

Impacts of Typhoon Hagibis (Second Report)

We inform about impacts of Typhoon Hagibis as follows.

1. Employees Safety
   There were not any injuries for all of our group employees.

2. Impacts on Production Activities
   (1) Our Group Production Subsidiaries
       ① TOHOKU HIROSE ELECTRIC CO., LTD.
           Production Items: Multi-Pin Connectors
           Damage: There was no damage to buildings and facilities.
           Production Status: Today, the factory is producing as usual.
       ② KORIYAMA HIROSE ELECTRIC CO., LTD.
           Production Items: Multi-Pin Connectors
           Damage: A part of the factory was flooded by Abukuma River.
           Production Status: Recovery efforts are underway at the factory. We are trying to restore our power as soon as possible. Shipment of our stock items is in progress and we are considering some production items are produced by our different subsidiaries and our cooperative companies.
       ③ ICHINOSEKI HIROSE ELECTRIC CO., LTD.
           Production Items: Multi-Pin Connectors, Coaxial Connectors and Other Products
           Damage: There was no damage to buildings and facilities.
           Production Status: Today, the factory is producing as usual.

   (2) Cooperative Companies
       Some of our cooperative companies got damages but the main production of them has already been started. We are confirming more details about the damages at our cooperative companies. We will inform about the impacts of damages at our cooperative companies if the impacts affect our production.
3. Impacts of Damage

We will inform about impacts of damages once the impacts become clear.